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why is L6 nesb? 
It is represening f.Ti becomes Mafool 

This man. PI S6 
his is o mon. Jj l SARF DAY 45- 01. 09. 2o2 that didt have toT becomes Mafool 

MOHlaq of the f1. hot is the n ame of this boy? be sajd. 

CHAPTER 3 ÉJUI UI ot-y1 
when you peak to clder person 

with respect, you Soy i 
but for female elder, we will 

sill dse 1 

in, at, abou 

AT THE INSTITUTE 
1sm +LSp welome Someone 

Imaan: As-salamu alaikum, welcome to Bayyinah 
Institute. 

When asking nome of Hwo person:Ut abi Fatima: Thank you. 
Sli :ol Imaan: What is your name? 

where is that mon from? li Ly .i ti :abi Fatima: I am Fatima. What is your name? 

MTM 
E & :0 Imaan: My name is Imaan. Where are you from? 

ia uí :zbi Fatima: I am from England. Where are you from? 

a& :4 Imaan: lam from Ohio. 

direded :abi Fatima: Are you the administratotk 1 ri 

He 
Pirecor/Head Master 

Prin apal 

.lt :0 Imaan: No, I ama teacher. ploce of 
wriling/ douwmen ta fion 35| Ciss 9 s já abi Fatima: sthe administrator present? 

found one 
present one ál L á : maan: The administrator is Abdullah. He is in his 

Ustadh i in my office J :äbi Fatima: Is his office far? 
matool 
mcons very . :0lg Imaan: No, it is very close. 

3 UKË ii Fatima: Thank you, Ustadha. 

Cais K N]:34 Imaan: You are welcome! 

treoted as phrase 

Abtolotely no grailude is needed 
for some th ing that was my doty 

to begin with. 

No necd for thonks. 
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